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TARGET-DRIVEN PERCEPTUAL GROUPING
IAN JERMYN, DAVID JACOBS, AND DAVI GEIGER
Courant Institute, New York University, New York 10012
NECI, 4 Independene Way, Prineton, NJ 08540
Courant Institute, New York University, New York 10012
Abstrat. We present an approah to the pereptual organization of losed ontours into parts that in-
tegrates both bottom-up and top-down information into the grouping proess. The top-down information
is given in the form of a \target", a ontour with a pre-omputed part struture. Our model gives us the
ability to deal with image ontour distortions that would render purely bottom-up proedures unsuessful.
It also allows dierent hierarhial levels in the desription of an objet to inuene pereptual grouping.
As output we nd not only the part struture of the image ontour, but also a orrespondene to the target.
Moreover, a naturally asymmetri measure of similarity is obtained, as suggested by psyhophysial data.
We represent the part struture of a ontour as a self-mathing, a pairing of the ontour with itself. It
inorporates region and symmetry information into a tree struture that desribes the ontour parts and
their relations. To ompute the self-mathing for the image ontour we minimize an energy funtional that
globally ouples the image to its self-mathing using loal geometri features, and ouples the image self-
mathing to the part struture of the target. In this way dierent levels of desription inuene grouping.
We minimize the energy using variants of Dijkstra's shortest paths algorithm, a feature that is of interest
in its own right.
Extensions of the work to grey-sale images and variable targets are also disussed.
1. Introdution
A fundamental problem in vision understanding an be illustrated by a famous example, gure 1. The
diÆulty of performing pereptual grouping in this image is apparent and onfounds even human observers,
but the task beomes onsiderably more manageable when the observer is informed that the image ontains
a dog. The piees then ome together and grouping is relatively easy. Clearly bottom-up lues and top-down
knowledge of the target of the grouping are interating and making organization possible. The same type of
interation ours throughout vision, and espeially in pereptual organization, where dierent hierarhial
levels of image interpretation are linked. In this paper we study this interation using a simplied domain,
and desribe and implement a model of the proess in that domain.
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We use images onsisting of losed ontours, and try to move to a higher-level representation by grouping
the interior into parts. This problem has been muh studied and is the priniple subjet of, for example
[2, 3, 14, 17, 21, 22, 27℄. Muh of this work is aimed at understanding shape, beause of the fundamental
role that this seems to play in objet reognition: psyhologial work, for example [20℄, suggests that basi-
or entry-level lassiation is highly orrelated with shape. Reahing suh an understanding is a diÆult
enough task that it is worth investigating within the ontext of a simplied domain. The domain of losed
ontours serves the purpose well, preserving the essentials of shape while ignoring the omplexities of grey-
sale images. It is also pratially relevant if ontours are manually extrated from grey-sale images (using
\snakes" for example, [13℄) prior to the type of proessing desribed here. Human beings nd it easy to
reognize shapes from ontours and this renders them interesting from a ognitive point of view as well.
Other related work inludes [4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 18, 19, 24, 26℄.
The grouping of ontours into parts is also the subjet of [9℄, (hereafter referred to as LGK) and it is
on this that the present work is built. They use a model of non-rigid ontour self-mathing that allows the
derivation of a part struture for a ontour that has with muh in ommon with the symmetry axis. The use
of ontour mathing in reognition is investigated in, for example [1, 8, 7, 23℄. A non-rigid orrespondene
is set up between the points in one ontour and those in another, typially using an energy funtional to
ontrol the orrespondene. In LGK, a ontour is mathed to itself, in an orientation reversing fashion, in
order to apture region and symmetry properties of the ontour. The interior of the ontour is divided into
parts, represented by edges, while part juntions are represented by nodes (gure 2).
Like LGK, we use an energy funtional to dene what we mean by a good grouping. We use a similar
bottom-up energy to theirs to guide the onstrution of a self-mathing from the ontour, but in our ase
the emerging part struture is also ompared to a target onsisting of a ontour and its pre-omputed self-
mathing, and this is used in addition to the bottom-up energy to diret the grouping. To be spei, we
minimize the sum of the energies assoiated with the self-mathing and the omparison to the target, thereby
oupling the higher-level representation produed by grouping to both the target and the image. To solve
the model we use an improved algorithm, a variant of Dijkstra's shortest paths algorithm, a feature that we
believe is of interest in its own right. The outome is the pereptual grouping of the ontour into parts that
best mathes the target while still being onsistent with the image. In addition, we nd a orrespondene
to the target and a measure of how good that orrespondene is, or in other words, reognition data.
The advantages of our approah an be divided into two groups: the pratial and the oneptual. On
the pratial level, it allows us to deal with distortions and variations in the image that would render pure
bottom-up extration of a part struture, and subsequent reognition, unsuessful (for example, gure 5).
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By omparing to the target at the level of parts it also ameliorates the problems assoiated with using non-
rigid ontour mathing to ompare shapes, as is done in [1, 8℄. Not only are the ombinatoris frightful in
that ase, but regions and symmetries are ignored, with the result that pereptually quite distint distortions
of a ontour may be treated equally [1, 8℄. On a oneptual level, omparing to the target at the level of
parts rather than at the level of ontour points introdues a representation hierarhy, and shows one way in
whih more abstrat knowledge an aet the grouping proess. We also believe that entwining pereptual
grouping and reognition in one proedure is the right way to deal with the problems enountered by purely
bottom-up approahes, where the signiane of image features an be highly ambiguous.
In the next setion we desribe the energy funtional that we use to dene the self-mathing and hene the
part struture of ontours. We follow this in setion 3 with a disussion of the algorithm used to minimize
this energy. Then, in setion 3.3 we present some results from our implementation of this algorithm. Finally
we onlude with a summary and a disussion of future work. An appendix desribes the general framework
within whih we work and gives some mathematial details omitted from the body of the paper.
2. The Model
We begin by dening a self-mathing, as this is one of our entral onepts. It is expanded upon further
in A.2. A self-mathing  establishes a pair-wise orrespondene between the points of a ontour that obeys
ertain ontinuity restritions. It should be orientation-reversing and piee-wise dierentiable. It should also
obey a reetion symmetry that ensures that when (x) = y, (y) = x. Thus every point on the ontour
has a partner, whih divides the interior region into innitesimal strips joining the partner points, exept at
disontinuities, where a point an be regarded as having two or more partners. We enfore the twin rules that
a point annot have more than two partners, and that if point x has y and z as partners at a disontinuity,
then y must have z as a partner. Drawing the midpoints of the lines joining the partner points then leads to
a degree three tree struture similar to the symmetry axis (gure 2)
1
. The leaf nodes of the tree struture
lie on the ontour itself, and are the points whose partners are themselves ((x) = x). The internal nodes
orrespond to groups of three disontinuities in the self-mathing, as enfored by the rule. We will refer to
this disrete tree struture as the self-mathing also and use the same symbol for it as for the full map.
A self-mathing desribes the deomposition of the objet into parts. The regions dened by the edges
are the parts and the nodes are either part juntions, or terminations of parts. Of ourse for this to be a
useful desription, we have to be able to dene whih of the innity of possible self-mathings of a ontour
  atually represents its part struture. Consistent with our desire to use top-down information to perform
1
The rule disallows degree four or higher trees. The justiation for this is that suh points are possible but are struturally
unstable.
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this grouping, we will begin not only with a ontour, but with a \target", another ontour with a pre-dened
part struture in the form of its own self-mathing 
C
. The self-mathing of the target will be dened in a
purely bottom-up way using part of the model we present here. It represents the onept for whih we are
looking, in the language of the appendix. We will dene an energy funtional below, whose minimum will
give us both the self-mathing of  , 
I
, and a orrespondene between 
I
and 
C
, , that will tell us the
part struture of   in terms of the target. It will also give us a measure of the similarity between the image,
viewed as an instane of the target, and the target.
Thus we must dene an energy E that is a funtional of  , 
I
, 
C
and . We will restrit the form of this
energy funtional to the following two terms:
(2.1) E( ; 
I
; 
C
; ) = E
I
( ; 
I
) +E
C
(
I
; 
C
; )
There are alternatives to this form of the energy funtion, and some are disussed in setion A.1, but the
independene assumptions it inorporates (if thought of as log probabilities) are reasonable. They state that
the representation of the image as a self-mathing depends on the representation of the target and the image,
but that the orrespondene between the two representations is independent of the original image exept as
summarized in its representation. The deomposition therefore introdues a hierarhy in the desription of
the objet.
The rst term, E
I
, is similar to the model used in LGK. We will desribe it briey here: further details
an be found in appendix A.2.1 and the original paper. The seond term, E
C
, desribes the orrespondene
between the image self-mathing and the model self-mathing, and inorporates the top-down information
that we wish to use to guide the derivation of 
I
. Bottom-up approahes would minimize E( ; 
I
) rst
to nd 
I
, followed by a minimization of E(
I
; 
C
; ) to nd . This proedure deouples 
I
from 
C
. By
minimizing the sum of the terms simultaneously we ouple the two variables and allow top-down information
to inuene bottom-up proedures.
2.1. E
I
: bottom-up ues. The energy funtional E
I
is dened by integrating a density along the ontour.
At eah point x of the ontour at whih the self-mathing is ontinuous, the density measures two things:
how lose the tangents at x and its partner are to being o-irular (or mirror-symmetri), and how muh
the speed of motion along the ontour diers for x and (x) (the \strething"). If the strething is unity and
the tangents are o-irular the density ontributes zero. Thus it is easy to see for example that any self-
mathing of a irle dened by reetion in a diameter will have energy zero. At points of disontinuity the
density beomes a delta funtion, thus ontributing a ost assoiated to the node of the tree struture. This
was taken to be a onstant in LGK. We take it to be equal to a onstant times the perimeter of the triangle
formed by the lines joining the three mathed points. This favours treating as parts regions that are more
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obviously \ut o" than others, but does not otherwise seem to aet the results greatly. This ompletes
the summary of the term E
I
. A tehnial disussion and denitions an be found in appendix A.2.1.
2.2. E
C
: top-down information. To desribe the seond term in the energy, E
C
, we have to dene what
we mean by a orrespondene  of the self-mathing of the image 
I
to that of the target 
C
. We want
this omparison to use the disrete tree struture of the self-mathings for two reasons. The rst is that we
are trying to desribe how higher levels of desription, in this ase in terms of part struture, an inuene
pereptual grouping. This is one of the motivations for using the partiular representation we have hosen
in the rst plae. The self-mathing inorporates important strutural information about the objet and
we should use this. Seond, as disussed in the introdution, pure top-down approahes that use non-
rigid mathing between shapes suer from a number of defets: omputational omplexity and unintuitive
measures of similarity among them [1, 8℄. Although algorithmi eÆieny is not our main goal, we wish
to test the idea that using bottom-up ues to onstrut parts an redue the omplexity of the top-down
proess and hene allow that information to be used more eetively.
With these motivations in mind, we dene an isomorphism  between two self-mathings as follows
2
. The
rst omponent is an isomorphism between the tree strutures of the self-mathings, or in other words a
one-to-one orrespondene between the part strutures of the image and target. The seond omponent is
a set of bijetions between the orresponding edges of the tree strutures. This establishes a preise map
between orresponding parts.
We now have to dene an energy on the spae of self-mathing isomorphisms (see also appendix A.3.1).
Following our motivation, this energy will take the form of a sum over the part struture, whih leaves open
the hoie of an energy to express part similarity. One possibility is to dene an energy analogous to E
I
,
that looks at the details of any mapping between the parts to see how well they ompare. The problem with
this is that the spae of self-mathing isomorphisms is huge. In fat it is exatly this type of omparison
that we mentioned in onnetion with top-down ontour mathing approahes, and that we wish to avoid.
It also goes against the spirit of the part omparison. Instead we use the equivalene lass struture given
by the tree isomorphisms and assign an energy that is onstant on eah lass. This is equivalent to reduing
the size of the spae of mappings between self-mathings to that of the spae of tree isomorphisms. We
simply pik a distinguished member of eah equivalene lass and use that to dene the energy. The hoie
we make is to map the parts linearly into one another along the edges of the tree struture. Using this hoie
of map between orresponding parts, we have dened two dierent measures of part similarity. The rst
simply ompares the lengths of the two parts. This works well (in priniple and pratie) in ases where the
2
We will assign innite energy to any orrespondene between self-mathings that is not an isomorphism in the sense dened
here, although we do not in prinipal disount the utility of more general morphisms.
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target has a well-dened artiulated part struture, and the image, while in general similar to the target,
has additional parts that are not well-artiulated or parts that are shrunk relative to the target in some way.
This will help with olusions of ertain types, pose hanges to some degree, and additional objets in the
image that ontribute noise to the ontour (if we imagine it has been extrated from a grey-sale image). The
seond measure is a little more detailed. The energy funtional sums ontributions omputed by omparing
innitesimal quadrilaterals formed in both image and target by the tangent vetors of mathed points along
the tree edges. Two quadrilaterals are ompared by summing energies omputed from the eigenvalues of
transformations needed to map one into the other. This is designed to ompare the shapes of the two parts
in a more preise way. To some extent this establishes a reursive hierarhy, sine our original problem is
losely onneted to shape omparison. The intention is that individual parts will have a somewhat trivial
shape and that simple measures will apture this adequately.
We thus have our mathematial model of grouping using top-down information. We are left with the
problem of how to solve it: given   and 
C
, how do we nd the values of 
I
and  that minimize the energy
2.1? The answer to this lies in the next setion.
3. The Algorithm
In the following subsetion we desribe the variant of Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm that we use
to nd the minimum of the rst term in equation 2.1. This is an improvement both oneptually and in
omplexity to the algorithm desribed in LGK. There the omplexity fored a drasti sub-sampling of the
ontour (\speial points") to reah reasonable exeution times. In fat this tehnique worked quite well and
is also open to the urrent algorithm. However, onsiderations onneted to grey-sale images pushed us in
the diretion of using all the ontour points for the omputations and the new algorithms render this possible.
It is unlear whih tehnique will prove more useful in the long run. Partly this depends on whether better
tehniques an be found for identifying qualitatively important points on the ontour given that the target
is known. Coneptually the algorithm is an improvement beause it aknowledges the topology of the losed
ontour, and does not hoose a arbitrary marked point to redue the problem to the simply onneted ase.
Then in setion 3.2 we desribe the alterations to the algorithm that enable it to nd the minimum of the
ombined bottom-up and top-down energies, E in equation 2.1. Throughout we assume that the ontour
has been sampled and that we are dealing with the disrete set of sampled points, while still having aess
to the ordering of the points impliit in the ontour. We use the term \node" to refer to the verties in the
self-mathing tree, and the term \vertex" to refer to the verties in the disretized graph of the self-mathing.
3.1. Algorithm for E
I
. As mentioned, the algorithm that we use to minimize the bottom-up part of the
energy funtional in absene of a target is essentially Dijkstra's algorithm for shortest paths in a graph. To
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get an immediate intuition as to why this works, imagine trying to nd the ontinuous orientation-preserving
map from the unit interval to itself that minimizes the integral of some density along the interval. Drawing
the graph of the map in the unit square and then disretizing the x and y axes makes it lear that at the
disrete level what is sought is a path in the lattie, from the point h0; 0i to the point h1; 1i, of minimum
total energy. The edges in the path are not restrited to the retangular lattie edges only however, but an
be from any hx; yi to hx+ Æ; y
0
i where Æ is the x lattie spaing and y
0
is any value on the lattie between
0 and 1. If the density has no seond derivatives or higher, the energy of the whole path is the sum of
inremental energies due to eah edge. By dening the edges as above, in the diretion of inreasing x only
(or in the language to be used below, by restriting the \moves" to be in the diretion of inreasing x) and
running Dijkstra's algorithm with h0; 0i as a soure, we an hek on eah iteration whether a path to h1; 1i
has been found. When it is found, it must be the lowest energy suh path beause of the workings of the
algorithm. The restrited diretion of the \moves" ensures that it has overed all x and y values and is thus
omplete. In this way we nd the global solution to the minimization problem.
In our ase the algorithm has to be altered somewhat, for three reasons. First, we are no longer dealing
with the unit interval, but with losed ontours, or eetively with S
1
. The extra topology means that we
an start from any point on the diagonal set, fhx; xi : x 2  g: there is no preferred starting point as there
is no boundary to the irle, unlike the interval. This has the onsequene that it is harder to dene a
notion of diretion; nevertheless it is neessary, as in the simply onneted ase, to ensure that the resulting
map is \omplete" or a bijetion. It will turn out that \diretion" is path dependent. Seond, we must
impose the symmetry ondition as we are dealing with a self-mathing. This means that half of the data is
irrelevant. One we know that x maps to y, we know what y maps to. Third, we are allowing disontinuities
in our maps. This means we must allow two ways of extending any path, two dierent types of edges or
moves, orresponding to ontinuous or disontinuous progress, and along with this, ways of imposing the
rule that limits the self-mathing to be a tree of degree three. The rst two reasons mean that the graph of
the self-mathing will be drawn in S
1
 S
1
=Z
2
, the spae of unordered points on the two-torus, as opposed
to R  R in the example in the rst paragraph. This spae has a boundary, the diagonal set mentioned
above. We will refer to points in this set as \boundary" points, or \boundary" verties if we are dealing
with the disretized ase. Points in S
1
S
1
=Z
2
at whih there is a disontinuity will similarly be referred to
as disontinuity points or verties. The third reason leads to operational dierenes in the algorithm itself.
There are indeed two dierent types of moves, and verties are allowed to have two predeessors (but no
more) to enfore the tree struture. To piture the workings of the algorithm in this more involved setting,
visualize the growth of the tree. Beginning from every point on the ontour, whih is isomorphi to the
boundary set, the tree grows outwards. At any point in time the growth that leads to the lowest overall
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ost is made, as per Dijkstra, until one of the tendrils reahes the \other side" of the ontour and ompletes
itself. If a disontinuity is the heapest way to move forward then the algorithm heks that an appropriate
partner path has already been investigated and joins with it before ontinuing on.
To desribe the algorithm it is therefore neessary to desribe how we deal with these ompliations.
The possible moves that an be made from a given vertex will depend not only on the vertex but on its
predeessor(s) (the path dependene mentioned above), and as promised will be of two types, orresponding
to ontinuous and disontinuous growth of the map. The dependene on predeessors is to ensure that a
onsistent diretion is maintained for the growth of the path. In the piture at the end of the last paragraph
it is easy to see that we must prevent the tree struture from doubling bak on itself. Sine a given vertex
(pair of mathed points) divides the interior of the ontour into two parts via the line joining the points,
it may be approahed from two diretions. It an only move forwards in a diretion opposite that of its
predeessors. The possible moves forward from a given vertex are desribed in gure 3. It is important to
notie that a disontinuous move an only be made when it an merge with an appropriate seond path that
has a known energy, whih is to say that its verties have all been removed from the queue. In the absene
of suh a path the move is not allowed and must wait until suh a path does exist.
Given this information Dijkstra'a shortest path algorithm proeeds as usual. The elements of the initial set
are the boundary verties with zero energy. Seond opies of these exist in the queue but with innite energy,
orresponding to terminal points. On eah iteration, the verties orresponding to the possible moves from the
vertex that has been removed from the queue are updated, using both ontinuous and disontinuous moves.
The algorithm proeeds until a boundary vertex is pulled o the queue. The restrition of the diretion
of moves ensures that when suh a vertex is enountered, the whole ontour has been self-mathed. Note
that the nodes of the self-mathing tree struture resulting from the graph of the self-mathing produed by
the algorithm are either boundary verties (leaf nodes of the tree struture) or groups of three disontinuity
verties (internal nodes of the tree struture). The edges of the self-mathing tree struture are formed by
the other verties in the output of the algorithm.
3.2. Inorporating the target. We will inorporate the target by allowing the omparison between the
part strutures of the image and target, as desribed by their self-mathings, to inuene the searh arried
out in the algorithm desribed above. At the same time we will build the tree isomorphism that relates the
image self-mathing to the target self-mathing. This isomorphism means that we need a orrespondene
between the boundary and disontinuity verties of the output of the algorithm and the leaf and internal
nodes of the self-mathing of the target, as desribed at the end of the previous subsetion.
We will expand the algorithm of the previous setion by allowing verties to be of two lasses: those that
are not and those that are mapped to a orresponding target node. Those in the seond lass also reord to
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whih node they are mapped. From the previous paragraph it is lear that only boundary and disontinuity
verties an ever be in the seond lass. An invariant will be maintained: whenever a vertex is removed
from the queue, all the boundary and disontinuity verties among its predeessors lie in the seond lass.
When a boundary or disontinuity vertex v is removed from the queue, it is mapped to a node in the target
in all ways geometrially onsistent with the mappings of the boundary and disontinuity verties among
its predeessors. For eah one of these mappings a vertex is reated in the seond lass and plaed in the
queue. This vertex has the same predeessors as v, but its energy is inremented from that of v by the ost of
mapping to the target the parts or edges between v and its nearest boundary or disontinuity predeessors.
Its energy is therefore equal to the sum of the ost of the self-mathing represented by its predeessors, and
the ost of the partial tree isomorphism to the target represented by the mappings of itself and its boundary
and disontinuity predeessors. Figure 4 oers a piture of the proess.
There is one subtlety that arises from eÆieny issues. If the invariant were enfored from the beginning
of the algorithm it would imply that we would have to map every initial boundary vertex in every possible
way to the target and reate verties in the seond lass for all these mappings. This is simply not eÆient.
Instead, when a disontinuity vertex is removed from the queue, any boundary predeessor verties are
mathed together with the disontinuity vertex.
A solution is found when a boundary vertex in the seond lass is removed from the queue. The workings
of the algorithm ensure that this represents a omplete self-mathing, beause the moves that a path an
make to extend itself have not hanged, and that all the boundary and disontinuity verties among its
predeessors belong to the seond lass. It is thus a self-mathing and a orrespondene to the target. Its
energy is the evaluation of equation2.1 on this self-mathing and orrespondene.
Using the target buys other omputational advantages. It renders the algorithm, already quite stable to
parameter hanges, stable over a muh wider range of parameter values. This is as it should be, sine we
an view hanges in parameter values as just another type of noise, and part of the motivation for using a
target was to render the omputation more stable. This in turn implies that a learning proedure to tune
the parameter values should onverge muh more rapidly than it would without the target.
3.3. Examples. Figures 5, 6, and 7 show some examples of results obtained from the algorithm. They all
ontrast self-mathings (and hene part strutures) found with, (b), and without, (a), the target, using the
algorithms of setion 3.2 and setion 3.1. They thus ompare the eets of using E
I
alone, or the ombined
energy E.
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4. Conlusion and Future Work
The work in this paper an be seen from a number of perspetives that help larify its aims. The
problems of pure bottom-up pereptual organization are well-known and we have tried to address them
using a partiular example: grouping the elements of a losed-ontour representation of a shape into parts.
This is ahieved through two mehanisms. One is the use of a stable representation of part struture that is
fairly immune to noise in the ontour to begin with. This alone however annot deal with the entral problem,
whih is that the task of pereptual grouping (partiularly into parts) may not be well-dened without top-
down knowledge of what the objet represented atually, or at least might be. It is in addressing this
problem that the main thrust of the present work is loated. We have desribed a mathematial model and
an algorithmi implementation of a mehanism whereby top-down knowledge an inuene the pereptual
grouping outome. As it stands this mehanism enables the onstrution of the orret part strutures
for ontours that would normally be misinterpreted by proesses that use bottom-up information only. As
mentioned in the text, the work an also be viewed as an attempt to address the omputational omplexity
problems normally assoiated with some pure top-down proesses. A third point of view is to plae the
work within the ontext of more general objet reognition, whih appendix A.1 attempts to make more
preise. This point of view arises beause we do not simply onstrut a representation of the image ontour
that depends on the target, but also onstrut an expliit orrespondene to the target and a measure of
the similarity between it and the image. This measure of similarity is asymmetri, whih is onsistent with
psyhophysial work noted in [15℄ and desribed in [25, 16℄. The question that we are asking is altered
slightly. Instead of \does it look like a dog?", the question is now \if I think of it as a dog, does it look like
a dog?" We believe that this is the orret form of the question at almost all levels of vision exept perhaps
the very low-level.
There are many possible extensions to the urrent work, eah of whih emphasizes a dierent aspet. One
important diretion is to move towards grey-sale images. This an be ahieved in a few distint steps. The
rst is to abandon the expliit ontour representation used at present, and deal with oluded ontours and
irrelevant data. This is of interest in itself, as it may allow omparison with human data for objet searh in
a bakground of distraters. The seond is to move to blak and white images. The third is to move to full
grey-sale images. These steps are urrently under way. We expet even more signiant advantages to our
approah to beome apparent with the extension to grey-sale images. The omparison of image to ontour,
ontour to part struture and part struture to target should make possible the extration of objets suh
as the dalmatian in gure 1.
Another extension is to emphasize the reognition aspets of the problem and reate a more variable
representation of the target (alled \onept" in the appendix). Examples would be allowing variation in
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artiulation or pose. This would render the proess of mathing to the target more stable and would also
allow disovery of information about the objet being viewed from the partiular target variation hosen.
There are also tehnial improvements to be made. Work is in progress on a dierent speies of algorithm
for the minimization. It also seems important to emphasize the qualitative nature of the piture the self-
mathings summarize, for reasons of both eÆieny and priniple.
Appendix A. Appendix
A.1. Framework. We desribe an abstrat model of reognition within whih to t the pereptual grouping
work.
We start with a spae of images I and a spae of onepts C. The latter is learly not well-dened but
an be thought of as a set of basi-level desriptions: dog, at, hair et. We use it to desribe the model
but never use it diretly.
We wish to allow the possibility of representations of both onepts and images, whih are then used in
plae of the originals for reognition purposes. To model this we reate two bundles, the representation spaes
R
I
! I and R
C
! C over image spae and onept spae respetively. Objets in the two representation
spaes, while not in the same ategory, may be mapped by forgetful funtors into a single ategory and hene
there is a funtor to the set of morphisms between the elements of any point hr
I
; r
C
i 2 R
I
R
C
. This allows
several ways of mathing an image representation to a onept representation, and reates another bundle:
the mathing spae M!R
I
R
C
.
Given an image i 2 I and a onept (or set of onepts)  2 C, reognition onsists in nding a point
m 2M over i and . There are many proedures for nding suh a point and it is these that distinguish the
many models of reognition. In typial \bottom-up" models a point is rst found in R
I
that depends only
on the image i, whih is to say that a representation of the image is found. The important point is that the
representation does not depend in any way on the onept for whih we are searhing. One a representation
has been found it may be ompared to representations of onepts to identify the objet.
We base our approah to nding the point in M on the minimization of an energy funtion E(m). In
priniple this energy funtion ould depend arbitrarily on the point in M. The meaning of this an be seen
by breaking a oordinate system in M down into base and bre oordinates, and doing the same for the
representation spaes. Then a point in M will be labelled by a triple: h; h
I
; ii ; h
C
; ii. The oordinate
 labels the mathing between the representations 
I
and 
C
of the image i and onept . The energy
funtion an vary arbitrarily with these oordinates.
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In pratie and in partiular in our models this is not the ase. The energy funtion is a sum of two terms
that deouple some of the oordinates. In our models the energy funtion takes the following form:
(A.1) E(h; h
I
; ii ; h
C
; ii) = E
I
(
I
; i) + E
C
(; 
I
; 
C
)
The rst term desribes the derivation of a representation from an image, whereas the seond desribes
the derivation of the mathing between representations of the onept and the image. Note that in the
seond term the image and onept do not appear expliitly, but they are present in the denition of the
representations.
Of ourse there are many other ways to restrit the form of the energy funtion. Terms suh as E(
C
; )
ould be used to identify likely representations or poses, either due to an environment, or more pratially,
to allow variation due to pose and olusions. The representation of the onept would then not need to be
xed in advane. In more general reognition tasks, where the onept is not identied a priori, a term like
E() an be used to express the likelihood of ertain onepts being present in a given environment.
A.2. Conept-independent model. Here we desribe details of the bottom-up model of setion 2 and
2.1.
The image spae is the spae of all non-self-interseting losed ontours in the plane, or ontinuous piee-
wise dierentiable embeddings   of S
1
into R
2
, modulo dieomorphisms of S
1
, as desribed in the main text.
While we desribe our model the notation i for an image will be replaed by  , although stritly speaking
it is Im( ) whih is the image. We also replae the notation 
I
for the representation of the image by ^s for
the self-mathing of  .
A self-mathing is an orientation-reversing piee-wise dierentiable bijetion ^s from Im( ) to itself, with
the property that ^s
2
= Id. The disontinuities in the self-mathing will not be allowed to be arbitrary: they
are limited by the rule desribed in setion 2. Note that eah self-mathing ^s denes a map from S
1
to itself
via the following ommutative diagram:
-
6 6
-
R
2
R
2
S
1
S
1
^s
   
s
We will dene the energy of the self-mathing for eah ontour   using s in plae of ^s, pulling everything
bak to S
1
.
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The graph of a self-mathing will be drawn in the spae of unordered points on the two-torus, S
1
S
1
=Z
2
,
unordered beause of the symmetry ondition. This is an interesting topologial objet, being unorientable;
it is a Klein bottle but with a hole ut in it, so that it has a boundary dieomorphi to S
1
|the boundary
points in the algorithm in setion 3.1. The graph has a natural tree struture, dened by the following sets
of distinguished points: points on the boundary (representing ontour points mathed to themselves): these
are leaf nodes; and those groups of three points (hx; yi, hy; zi, and hz; xi) at whih there are disontinuities:
these may be thought of as grouped together into a single internal node for the purposes of the tree struture,
and this is how we display them in the gures.
A.2.1. Dynamis. In this setion we desribe the energy term E
I
. We drop the subsript I where no
onfusion will be aused.
We are looking for an energy funtional E
I
(^s; ) on orientation-reversing piee-wise dierentiable maps
from the image of the ontour to itself. We require this funtional to be loal; it will be the integral of
an energy density
^
E(^s; ) over Im( ), re-expressed, as mentioned above, as the integral of a density E(s; )
over S
1
. Using s as opposed to ^s simplies the disussion but introdues issues of invariane that do not
arise when we deal with ^s diretly. There are two types of invariane issues: those assoiated with R
2
, and
those assoiated with S
1
arising from the use of s. We want the funtional to be invariant under global
transformations of R
2
to itself, to whit, translations, rotations and saling
3
. Seondly, we want invariane
under arbitrary reparametrizations of the ontour, oordinate invariane on S
1
, and invariane under the
replaement of the mapping by its inverse, beause of the ondition on the spae of mappings onsidered.
These are all generi requirements, whih any self-mathing funtional must satisfy.
Invariane under rotations of R
2
will be ahieved by expressing eah term as an inner or ross produt
between tangent vetors or elements of R
2
itself. Invariane under rotations will follow beause elements of
R
2
will only enter as dierenes, thereby eetively making them elements of the tangent spae. Invariane
under saling will not be fully ahieved; the energy will sale polynomially under saling, whih will result
in a saling of the solution as expeted. The invariane requirements assoiated to S
1
will be ahieved as
follows. Coordinate invariane will be immediate as we will express the energy in a oordinate-free way,
while arbitrary reparametrizations will be shown to pull bak the energy density from S
1
to itself, and hene
will make no dierene to the energy. The same will hold true for the transformation m  ! m
 1
. Before
desribing the details of the energy density we disuss the impliations of the reparametrization invariane
requirement.
3
Atually, for the present purposes we only require the minimum argument of the energy funtional to be invariant.
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A reparametrization of   is a replaement of   by   where  is any orientation-preserving dierentiable
bijetion from S
1
to itself. Reparametrization invariane is immediate if the energy is expressed as a fun-
tional of ^s as Im( ) is unhanged:
^
E(^s; ) =
^
E(^s; ). It is lear from the ommutative square above that
this translates into the following requirement: E(s; ) = E(s
 1
; ).
Eah term of the energy funtional will have the following form:
E(s; ) =
Z
S
1
E(s; )
=
Z
S
1
A(s; ) 
 
A(s; )(A.2)
where A is a one-form on S
1
and 
 
is the Hodge star operator assoiated to the metri on S
1
pulled bak
by   from R
2
. This inner produt form is oordinate-free and hene guarantees oordinate invariane. If we
replae   by   and use the relation 
 
= 


 


 1
, we see that provided A(s; ) = 

A(s
 1
; ), then
E(s; ) = 

E(s
 1
; ), and the ondition on E is satised. We will onstrut our energy density to satisfy
this requirement.
To implement the o-irularity and strething riteria desribed in setion 2 we rst dene the following
zero-forms on S
1
:
(A.3) 

=   s

 
and the following produts on the tangent bundle of R
2
:
hu; vi = Æ

u

v

(A.4)
hu; vi

= 

u

v

;  2 f1; 2g(A.5)
where Æ

is the 2  2 unit matrix, and 

is the 2  2 anti-symmetri matrix with 1; 2 entry equal to 1.
Summation is assumed over repeated indies.
Using these we an dene the terms for o-irularity and strething.
E
o-ir
= hd
 
; 
 
i 
 
hd
 
; 
 
i+ hd
+
; 
 
i


 
hd
+
; 
 
i

E
streth
= hd
 
; 
 
d
+
i 
 
hd
 
; 
 
d
+
i(A.6)
This is the energy density for the ontinuous piees of the self-mathing. At eah disontinuity there is a
delta funtion density. Let the disontinuities our at the points in the set D =

x
i
2 S
1
: i 2 I
	
, where I
is some index set and we take the funtion to be dened at the lower parameter value at any disontinuity.
Then we must add to the energy density a term
(A.7) E
disont
=
X
x
i
2D
Æ(x
i
) h  Æ s(x
i
)   (x
i
);  Æ s(x
i
)   (x
i
)i
1
2
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where Æ(x
i
)is the one-form delta funtion at x
i
. This alulates the perimeter of the triangle formed by the
three pairs of points at any disontinuity, as desribed in setion 2.
A simple disretization of the integral into a sum, with derivatives dened by dierenes, is used to
ompute the energy in the algorithm.
A.3. Conept-dependent model. Here we desribe the top-down model of setion 2.2.
We do not expliitly model onept spae C exept to say that we are dealing with the spae of basi-level
onepts. We thus feel free to use a spae R
C
whih is a representation of these onepts as shapes. The
bre above a onept  will onsist of a set of ontours representing the outlines of examples of that onept
together with their orresponding self-mathings, dened using the energy funtion E
I
. We do not attempt
to desribe the exat nature of the sets of ontours beause in the work desribed here we atually x the
point in representation spae that will be used (the \target" in the main text), leaving variability of the
onept to future work.
To dene the spae of mathings between representations,M, we need to dene the notion of a morphism
between two self-mathings. A morphism between two self-mathings will be a ontinuous map between
the graphs of the self-mathings in S
1
 S
1
=Z
2
that preserves the tree struture and the orientation of the
ontour. For the moment we assume that this map is a bijetion, whih implies a tree isomorphism. In the
future it may prove advantageous to loosen this restrition. Notie that the morphisms may be divided into
equivalene lasses given by the tree isomorphism. We will impose a severe restrition on the morphisms
inluded in M, for purely omputational reasons. From eah lass we pik the morphism that maps the
edges linearly into one another. This dramatially redues the size of the mathing spae M and makes the
problem omputationally muh more eÆient.
A.3.1. Dynamis. Beause of the restrition imposed on self-mathing morphisms in the previous setion,
our morphisms are now determined by graph isomorphisms between the tree strutures. Although the
ontinuous data has been eliminated from the speiation of the morphisms, it need not be eliminated from
the alulation of the energy and indeed we do not eliminate it. The edges of the tree are mapped linearly
into one another, whih along with the self-mathing of eah edge, gives a bijetion between the ontour
segments orresponding to eah edge. Again we will require the energy funtional to be loal, so that we will
integrate an energy density along the edges to obtain the energy. Now given an isomorphism T between two
self-mathings ^s and ^s
0
, whose tree strutures we will denote by hV;Xi and hV
0
; X
0
i, we dene the energy
of the isomorphism to be
E
C
(T ) =
X
x2X
e
C
(T
x
)
(A.8)
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Here T
x
is the ontinuous map between the edges x and T (x) and e is the funtional that omputes its
ost.
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Figure 1. Spot the hidden gure.
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Figure 2. Example of self-mathing represented by the median points of the line segments
joining the mathed points, exhibiting the degree three tree struture
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Figure 3. Possible moves forward in the variant of Dijkstra's algorithm used to minimize
E
I
. The vertex removed from the queue is hx; yi, and its predeessors are shown as the
axis leading up to it. The point z is a neighbour of x or y in the sampled ontour. The
pairs ha; zi, hb; zi, and so on are possible next verties in the path with inreasing values
of strething energy. These are the ontinuous moves. The disontinuous moves are very
similar exept that the point z is onstrained to be the same as either x or y rather than a
neighbour, and the points a et. must be at least one away from x or y. The third diagram
shows how the disontinuous moves an only take plae (in this ase the move to ha; yi from
hx; yi) if there is another path with whih the move an merge (in this ase the path ending
at hx; ai).
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Figure 4. An illustration of a typial stage in the algorithm desribed in setion 3.2. When
point y is removed from the queue its boundary and disontinuity predeessors  and d have
already been mapped to the target nodes b and a. This leaves only one hoie of mapping
for y, to whit, to x. A new vertex of the seond lass is reated, with predeessors  and d,
but with energy equal to that of y plus the energies of mathing edges (; y) to (a; x), and
(d; y) to (b; x). This new vertex is plaed in the queue.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5. Example 1. In (a) the self-mathing is omputed without the target on the right.
In (b) the target has been used. The lines onneting the target to the image show how the
nodes are mathed. We have omitted some of these lines for larity.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6. Example 2. Again, (a) is omputed without the target on the right; (b) uses the target.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7. Example 3. The target is on the left. (a) does not use the target, (b) does.
